Churidar Neck Model

churidar dress neck models for stitching this style fits perfectly feels great and the quality is outstanding dress stitching designs wholesale various high quality dress stitching designs products from global dress stitching d new trend of stitching dress from reliable china stitching dress suppliers, choosing the right churidar is not an easy process but since you have decided for the best model according to your faces shape necks thickness and length you can be sure that you will always look amazing in all churidar neck design dresses that follow it, churidar dresses are always in fashion trends of indian and pakistan fashion industry this basic traditional dress looks extremely pretty on any age of women and gives a smashing look to an overall personality women have lots of choice for neck designs with churidar pajamas only few of them are there which are excluded from the overall style see more ideas about salwar kameez neck, latest patiala punjabi neck gala designs with lace 2018 churidar for ladies cotton suits salwar kameez shirts catalogue new front gala style collection for cotton and lawn dresses kameez shirts frock kurtis punjabi pakistani and indian facebook pinterest pictures images, check out the churidar price range of your preferred brands you are sure to find many affordable varieties shop online for the best churidar brands and more your churidar online shopping journey at myntra is sure to be an enjoyable experience you can buy churidars using our online shopping app, using apkpure app to upgrade churidar neck designs latest models fast free and save your internet data churidar neck designs latest models fast free and save your internet data, crew neck is a close fitting round neckline this design can be worn for any parties or occasions the neck will suit the churidar well and can be tailored with some embroidery work to make it look vibrant 29 raglan neck raglan neck is the new cool in town this new model churidar neck resembles a round shape neck design, churidars or more properly churidar pyjamas are tightly fitting trousers worn by both men and women in the indian subcontinent churidars are a variant of the common shalwar pants salwars are cut wide at the top and narrow at the ankle churidars narrow more quickly so that contours of the leg are revealed, churidar shop from the latest collection of churidar for women online in india get churidar in various neck designs amp colours from top brands on myntra buy churidar kurta for women online, churidar
Neck designs have always been in vogue; they present a perfect blend of style charm and immaculate exquisiteness. A perfect churidar even with its great colour scheme that matches your complexion and brilliant work will not look perfect on you without the appropriate neck design pattern. This spandex elastic churidar is highly stretchable that offers you say comfort with chic style crafted in cotton; it can be easily paired with your ethnic salwar 660 00 quick view cotton cambric hand block printed salwar look impressive wearing this mix and match hand block printed salwar crafted in soft cotton fabric. It offers a churidar model neck design, churidar model new churidar model, nighty churidar model nighty cutting churidar model photos, churidar model stitching, churidar model video. Churidar top model, if you feel you have gained a better understanding of churidar suit styles and are desperately looking to buy a dazzling churidar salwar kameez online then the best option for you would be to do so from a well reputed ethnic fashion website such as cbazaar.com which is known for its vast and varied collections of all the latest Indian clothes. Churidar suits give an elegant and beautiful look to the suits and enhance your personality and if we talk about the beautiful stylish churidar suits designs then its incomplete without the neck designs patterns for ladies. Churidar suits are very popular in India and Pakistan also gives the traditional and cultural looks with enhancing. Latest amp stylish churidar neck designs for 2017 2018 the wedding season is soon upon us and many girls are looking for new churidar neck designs you might only focus on the an outfits overall design but have you ever thought of looking for unique neck designs, churidar fashion India by shakti saran share on Facebook. Churidar neck designs 2019 latest neck designs for girls plain suits decoration ideas runtime model neck designs beautiful neck design cutting amp stitching neck designs latest neck design 2019 runtime 10 24, v neck has been there since almost they are considered as the plainest design but what most people dont know is that it really enhances your neck and makes it look very prominent if your churidar is too grand v neck is the one we would suggest churidar with deep navel neck, churidar neck designs app helps ladies to select the best design for their suits neck designs are also made in different shapes apart from the regular round v neck boat neck and square neck designs high neckline bans with hooks buttons and embroidered patterns are also in fashion undoubtedly salwar kameez that has come to be the most comfortable elegant and contemporary outfit worn by, mahira khan stylish kurti patiala salwar kameez suit plazo designs gala designs collection 2014 latest neck designs 2014 neck designs book neck designs images 2014 new neck
designs images salwar kameez ladies suit gala pakistani neck designs latest neck designs book for ladies suit salwar kameez catalog gala designs cotton suit for indian patiala summer dress images hd wallpapers, if you want to draw attention towards your slim neck and shoulder go for this design without giving a second thought either you can ask your tailor to do some piping in this churidar neck designs or tell him to make it simple and sober collared churidar neck designs sweetheart churidar neck model regular u shaped chudi neck design, list of new churidar neck designs for 2019 2020 churidar neck designs churidars or significantly more legitimately churidar robe are determinedly fitting pants worn by the two people in the indian subcontinent, churidar suits give an elegance look to your personality and an attractive look the shape of the neck will depend on your size of the neck shape of face and shoulder size it is very important to choose best neckline according to your dress churidar suits with smart neck line gives you a simple and gorgeous look, churidar neck designs in kerala are most famous neck designs especially in indian women and girls these gala designs are modern stylish and beautify and also airy in hot summer season as well read cotton patiala salwar kameez designs 2014 with neck designs cotton salwar neck designs catalogue 2014 15, browse our selection of churidar dress neck models for women 2017 2018 i am here again to bring forth a fabulous collection of churidar dress neck models for women shop the latest dresses online take your look to the next level with our collection of the seasons best dresses hurry to select your favorite dress with preference type and color, find and save ideas about churidar on pinterest see more ideas about churidar designs kurthas designs and salwar designs cotton churidar suits neck gala designs are common in pakistan and india salwar suit anarkali suits fashion design sketches churidar designs latest salwar suit designs dupion silk fashion art fashion models buy, how to stitch a churidar step by step with pictures updated on december 29 2018 deepa john more contact author now mark the neck opening on the piece you have for the top don’t forget to place an extra piece of material along that portion while marking since you need to stitch it onto the top inside out to make the facing for the, new churidar neck designs 2015 2016 fashionip visit discover ideas about churidar neck designs maroon and copper brown cotton embroidered churidar kameez churidar neck designs salwar designs punjabi suits salwar suits indian dresses indian outfits patiala buy dress dress making more information, churidar models comment view designer churidar dif 78322 radha onto churidar kurta churidar models comment view churidar kameez dif 78321 radha onto churidar kurta
churidar models comment view churidar suit dif 78320 radha onto churidar kurta churidar models comment view, churidar neck design 50 neck designs suitable for salwar suits kurtis churidhars salwar suits they are the quintessential wardrobe staple of most of the girls in the indian subcontinent and maybe beyond, latest churidar models keeping pace with the changing perception of style among women there garment industry and the fashion designers have put their best skills they have refused to stick with the traditional norms and added to it with their master strokes with the latest churidar models at present the churidar has quite a few variants, find and save ideas about churidar designs on pinterest see more ideas about churidar kurthas designs and kalamkari kurthis, salwar materials buy salwar dress materials online for women at cheap rate browse new arrival in cotton synthetic silk dress materials chudidhar check new model churidar with latest price in india and shop at india's favourite online store free shipping cod 30 days exchange best offers find widest range of apparels at best prices, churidar dress neck patterns this style features a strapless sweetheart gown neck patterns for dresses wholesale various high quality neck patterns for dresses products from global neck patterns for dresses suppliers and neck patterns, the model is wearing churidar with illusion neckline source www.looksgud.in picking the right churidar neck outline that adjusts with your shoulders and bust can pay off greatly by up scaling your beauty and oomph factor 1 shirt collar neck design for churidars the model is wearing churidar with shirt collar neck design source www, latest collection of churidar churidars churidar suits anarkali churidar churidar designs churidar in churidar neck churidar kameez churidar design, we offer designer churidar models of salwar kameez with embroideries and cuts for all ages buy latest styles of churidar suits online at lashkaraa we offer designer churidar models of salwar kameez with embroideries and cuts for all ages you can try a v neck printed anarkali kurta with solid colored churidars, kurti neck designs neck for kurti neck kurti neck designs for kurti neck designs neck designs for kameez neck design neck designs for churidar neck design new neck, cotton churidar suits neck gala designs patterns images catalog stylish churidar neck gala designs catalog for cotton and other churidar dresses salwar kameez anarkali frocks patiala and punjabi salwar kameez collar and ban neck with lace style for ladies suits we have latest collection different types of gala designs for women and girls of pakistan and india, want your churidar suit back in trend if yes then get it stitched with latest neck designs here we brought to you top 20 latest churidar neck designs for cutting and stitching to choose from, churidar suits are extremely
popular in India and Pakistan gives the traditional and cultural looks with enhancing the beauty of a woman the shape of churidar the neck will depend on your size of the neck shape of face also your shoulder size it is very important to choose the best neckline according to your dress everybody needs to gives an impeccable slick stylish and most recent, wondering how to stand out from the crowd with your next churidar just get a trendy neckline we tell you about the latest churidar neck designs and lots of other useful tips that you will fall in love with, the summer months are extremely uncomfortable to flaunt the traditional attires like churidars which are too heavy to be worn in the day time take a break from the age old designs and have a look at these contemporary churidar neck designs of 2016 to give your wardrobe the latest makeover the, churidar neck designs women are as crazy about variety as they are about dressing up or any other indulgence at the same time they wish to stick on to sobriety to safeguard their chastity in such cases they opt for variety in churidar neck designs churidar designs that a woman might own would have this spectrum of churidar designs one, new Indian churidar suits designer collection 2018 2019 there are also online stores opened to facilitate customers with online buying services churidar suits is a great trend among Bollywood divas very often we see the wearing of the TV dramas shoes and on red carpets too to refresh this beautiful feminine trend in more precious ways now, salwar kameez is an outfit which does not need any introduction or elaboration it is very easy to buy salwar kameez because they are available worldwide now salwar kameez designs are so unlimited that it has become difficult to choose just one often customers land up buying more than one because the designs and patterns are so alluring, search results of churidar neck simple model check all videos related to churidar neck simple model, 50 new neck patterns for churidar or shalwar kameez many catalogues have proper visuals of churidar neck designs anarkali churidar suit different style churidar designer churidar a churidar neck design, a churidar form of salwar kameez can be designed unique in a way with self sequin worked golden silk fabric a glamorous jacket kameez on a plain golden silk top looks amazingly heavy designer piece the sleeveless top looks bold on the show stopper model the salwar is a churidar with many pleats made with similar golden fabric 25, 6 new cotton churidar models dresses 7 amazing churidar square neck designs pattern is for neck outline in front and in back additionally it can be finished with the pippin or with the ribbon or with the architect material profundity of the neck will absolutely rely on the stature of the female
Churidar Dress Neck Models For Stitching – Fashion Name
March 27th, 2019 - Churidar dress neck models for stitching – this style fits perfectly feels great and the quality is outstanding Dress stitching designs wholesale various high quality dress stitching designs products from global dress stitching d New trend of stitching dress from reliable china stitching dress suppliers

Top 50 Trending Churidar Neck Designs amp Patterns In India
April 9th, 2019 - Choosing the right churidar is not an easy process but since you have decided for the best model according to your face’s shape neck’s thickness and length you can be sure that you will always look amazing in all churidar neck design dresses that follow it

10 Best Cotton Churidar Neck Designs for Stitching images
April 13th, 2019 - Churidar dresses are always in fashion trends of Indian and Pakistan fashion industry This basic traditional dress looks extremely pretty on any age of women and gives a smashing look to an overall personality Women have lots of choice for neck designs with churidar pajamas Only few of them are there which are excluded from the overall style See more ideas about Salwar kameez neck

New Churidar Neck Designs 2018 Gala for Cotton Kurtis

Churidar Buy Churidars Online in India at Best Price
April 17th, 2019 - Check out the churidar price range of your preferred brands you are sure to find many affordable varieties SHOP ONLINE FOR THE BEST CHURIDAR BRANDS AND MORE Your churidar online shopping journey at Myntra is sure to be an enjoyable experience You can buy churidars using our online shopping app

Churidar neck designs latest models for Android apkpure com
March 7th, 2019 - Using APKPure App to upgrade Churidar neck designs latest models fast free and save your internet data Churidar neck designs latest models fast free and save your internet data

30 New Indian Fashion Churidar Neck Designs in 2019
April 18th, 2019 - Crew neck is a close fitting round neckline This design can be worn for any parties or occasions The neck will suit the churidar well and can be tailored with some embroidery work to make it look vibrant 29 Raglan Neck Raglan neck is the new cool in town This new model churidar neck resembles a round shape neck design

Churidar Wikipedia
April 15th, 2019 - Churidars or more properly churidar pyjamas are tightly fitting trousers worn by both men and women in the Indian subcontinent Churidars are a variant of the common shalwar pants Salwars are cut wide at the top and narrow at the ankle Churidars narrow more quickly so that contours of the leg are revealed

Churidar Buy Designer Churidar For Women Online Myntra
April 13th, 2019 - Churidar Shop from the latest collection of Churidar for women Online in India Get Churidar in various Neck Designs amp colours from top brands on Myntra Buy churidar kurta for women online

Churidar Neck Designs 42 Best Churidar Designs You Will Love
April 18th, 2019 - Churidar neck designs have always been in vogue They present a perfect blend of style charm and immaculate exquisiteness A perfect churidar even with its great colour scheme that matches your complexion and brilliant work will not look perfect on you without the appropriate neck design pattern

Buy Fabindia Women s Salwars Churidars amp Patialas Online
April 18th, 2019 - This spandex elastic churidar is highly stretchable that offers you say comfort with chic style Crafted in cotton it can be easily paired with your ethnic salwar ?660 00 Quick View Cotton Cambric Hand Block Printed Salwar Look impressive wearing this mix and match hand block printed salwar Crafted in soft cotton fabric it offers a
Churidar Latest model 2018
April 8th, 2019 - churidar model neck design churidar model new churidar model nighty churidar model nighty cutting churidar model photos churidar model stitching churidar model video churidar top model

Best Salwar Suits Buy Churidar Salwar Kameez Online
April 12th, 2019 - If you feel you have gained a better understanding of churidar suit styles and are desperately looking to buy a dazzling churidar salwar kameez online then the best option for you would be to do so from a well reputed ethnic fashion website such as Chazaar.com which is known for its vast and varied collections of all the latest Indian clothes

Top 10 Latest Churidar Neck Designs For Stitching Youme
April 16th, 2019 - Churidar suits give an elegant and beautiful looks to the suits and enhance your personality. And if we talk about the Beautiful Stylish Churidar Suits Designs then it’s incomplete without the Neck Designs Patterns for Ladies Churidar Suits. Churidar suits are very popular in India and Pakistan also gives the traditional and cultural looks with enhancing...

Latest Churidar Neck Designs For 2017 2018 HijabiWorld
April 7th, 2019 - Latest & Stylish Churidar Neck Designs For 2017 2018. The wedding season is soon upon us and many girls are looking for new churidar neck designs. You might only focus on the an outfits overall design but have you ever thought of looking for unique neck designs.

Churidar Fashion India Fashion Designers Brands

20 Churidar Neck Dress Designs Ideas Design Trends
April 14th, 2019 - V neck has been there since almost. They are considered as the plainest design but what most people don’t know is that it really enhances your neck and makes it look very prominent. If your churidar is too grand v neck is the one we would suggest Churidar with Deep Navel Neck

Churidar Neck Designs Apps on Google Play
April 16th, 2019 - Churidar Neck Designs App helps ladies to select the best design for their suits. Neck designs are also made in different shapes. Apart from the regular round V neck boat neck and Square neck designs high neckline bans with hooks buttons and embroidered patterns are also in fashion. Undoubtedly Salwar Kameez that has come to be the most comfortable elegant and contemporary outfit worn by

Latest Neck Designs 2015 Gala Designs Collection Book

Latest Churidar Neck Designs Tamilsurabi Community For
April 14th, 2019 - If you want to draw attention towards your slim neck and shoulder go for this design without giving a second thought. Either you can ask your tailor to do some piping in this churidar neck designs or tell him to make it simple and sober Collared Churidar Neck Designs Sweetheart Churidar Neck Model Regular U shaped Chudi Neck Design

New Churidar Neck Designs and Patterns for 2019 – 2020
April 14th, 2019 - List of New Churidar Neck Designs for 2019 – 2020 Churidar Neck Designs Churidars or significantly more legitimately churidar robe are determinedly fitting pants worn by the two people in the Indian subcontinent

Top 30 Latest Cotton Churidar Suit Neck Designs Catalog
April 15th, 2019 - Churidar suits give an elegance look to your personality and an attractive look. The shape of the neck will depend on your size of the neck shape of face and shoulder size. It is very important to choose best neckline according
to your dress Churidar suits with smart neck line gives you a simple and gorgeous look

Trends of Cotton Salwar Neck Designs Catalogue 2014 15
April 13th, 2019 - Churidar Neck Designs in Kerala are most famous Neck Designs especially in Indian Women and Girls These Gala Designs are modern stylish and beautify and also airy in hot summer season as well Read Cotton Patiala Salwar Kameez Designs 2014 with Neck Designs Cotton Salwar Neck Designs Catalogue 2014 15

churidar dress neck models for women 2017 2018
April 13th, 2019 - Browse our selection of churidar dress neck models for women 2017 2018 I am here again to bring forth a fabulous collection of churidar dress neck models for women Shop the latest dresses online Take your look to the next level with our collection of the season’s best dresses Hurry to select your favorite dress with preference type and color

The 25 best Churidar ideas on Pinterest Churidar
April 17th, 2019 - Find and save ideas about Churidar on Pinterest See more ideas about Churidar designs Kurthas designs and Salwar designs Cotton churidar suits neck gala designs are common in Pakistan and India Salwar Suit Anarkali Suits Fashion Design Sketches Churidar Designs Latest Salwar Suit Designs Dupion Silk Fashion Art Fashion Models Buy

How to Stitch a Churidar Step by Step With Pictures
December 28th, 2018 - How to Stitch a Churidar Step by Step With Pictures Updated on December 29 2018 DEEPA JOHN more Contact Author Now mark the neck opening on the piece you have for the top Don t forget to place an extra piece of material along that portion while marking since you need to stitch it onto the top inside out to make the facing for the

NEW CHURIDAR NECK DESIGNS 2015 2016 Fashionip Neck

Churidar Models Churidar Designs
April 16th, 2019 - Churidar Models Comment View Designer Churidar DIF 78322 radha onto Churidar Kurta Churidar Models Comment View Churidar Kameez DIF 78321 radha onto Churidar Kurta Churidar Models Comment View Churidar Suit DIF 78320 radha onto Churidar Kurta Churidar Models Comment View

Churidar Neck design Sew Guide
April 17th, 2019 - Churidar Neck design 50 neck designs suitable for salwar suits kurtis churidhars Salwar suits they are the quintessential wardrobe staple of most of the girls in the Indian Subcontinent and maybe beyond

Churidar Models Churidar Neck Models Designer Salwar Kameez
April 11th, 2019 - Latest Churidar Models Keeping pace with the changing perception of style among women there garment industry and the fashion designers have put their best skills They have refused to stick with the traditional norms and added to it with their master strokes with the latest churidar models At present the churidar has quite a few variants

The 25 best Churidar designs ideas on Pinterest
April 12th, 2019 - Find and save ideas about Churidar designs on Pinterest See more ideas about Churidar Kurthas designs and Kalamkari kurtis

Dress Materials Buy Churidar Chudidar Materials Online
April 14th, 2019 - Salwar Materials Buy Salwar Dress Materials Online for Women at cheap rate Browse new arrival in cotton synthetic silk dress materials chudidhar Check new model churidar with latest price in India and shop at India s favourite online store Free Shipping COD 30 Days Exchange Best Offers Find widest range of apparels at Best prices

Churidar Dress Neck Patterns – Fashion Name
April 7th, 2019 - Churidar dress neck patterns – this style features a strapless sweetheart gown. Neck patterns for dresses wholesale various high quality neck patterns for dresses products from global neck patterns for dresses suppliers and neck patterns

Latest Churidaar Neck Designs For Women FashionPro
April 10th, 2019 - The model is wearing churidar with Illusion Neckline source www.looksgud.in. Picking the right churidar neck outline that adjusts with your shoulders and bust can pay off greatly by up scaling your beauty and oomph factor 1. Shirt Collar Neck Design For Churidars. The model is wearing Churidar with Shirt Collar Neck Design source www

Churidar Designs Churidar Churidars Churidar Suits
April 14th, 2019 - Latest Collection of Churidar Churidars Churidar Suits Anarkali Churidar Churidar Designs Churidar In Churidar Neck Churidar Kameez Churidar Design

Shop Designer Churidar Suits and Churidar Kameez Online
March 28th, 2019 - We offer designer churidar models of salwar kameez with embroideries and cuts for all ages. Buy latest styles of churidar suits online at Lashkaraa. We offer designer churidar models of salwar kameez with embroideries and cuts for all ages. You can try a V neck printed Anarkali kurta with solid colored churidars.

Churidar neck model designs latest neck designs 2018
April 3rd, 2019 - Kurti neck designs neck for kurti neck designs for kurti neck designs neck designs for kameez neck design neck designs for churidar neck design new neck.

Cotton Churidar Suits Neck Gala Designs Patterns Images
April 12th, 2019 - Cotton Churidar Suits Neck Gala Designs Patterns Images Catalog. Stylish Churidar Neck Gala Designs Catalog for Cotton and other Churidar Dresses Salwar Kameez Anarkali Frock Patiala and Punjabi Salwar Kameez Collar and Ban Neck with Lace Style for Ladies Suits. We have Latest Collection Different Types of Gala Designs for Women and Girls of Pakistan and India.

Top 20 Latest Churidar Neck Designs for Cutting
April 6th, 2019 - Want your churidar suit back in trend? If yes then get it stitched with latest neck designs. Here we brought to you top 20 latest churidar neck designs for cutting and stitching to choose from.

Churidar Designs Latest Models Apps on Google Play
April 4th, 2019 - Churidar suits are extremely popular in India and Pakistan. They give the traditional and cultural looks with enhancing the beauty of a woman. The shape of Churidar the neck will depend on your size of the neck shape of face also your shoulder size. It is very important to choose the best neckline according to your dress. Everybody needs to gives an impeccable slick stylish and most recent.

Latest Churidar Neck Designs Let Your Neckline Speak
April 5th, 2019 - Wondering how to stand out from the crowd with your next churidar? Just get a trendy neckline. We tell you about the latest churidar neck designs and lots of other useful tips that you will fall in love with.

Top Ten Churidar Designs Of 2016 Yahoo Lifestyle India
July 3rd, 2016 - The summer months are extremely uncomfortable to flaunt the traditional attires like churidars which are too heavy to be worn in the day time. Take a break from the age old designs and have a look at these contemporary churidar neck designs of 2016 to give your wardrobe the latest makeover.

Buy Churidar Neck Designs Salwar Kameez Online Shop
April 11th, 2019 - Churidar Neck Designs. Women are as crazy about variety as they are about dressing up or any other indulgence. At the same time they wish to stick on to sobriety to safe guard their chastity. In such cases they opt for variety in churidar neck designs. Churidar designs that a woman might own would have this spectrum of churidar designs.

New Indian Churidar Suits Designer Collection 2019
April 17th, 2019 - New Indian Churidar Suits Designer Collection 2018 2019 There are also online stores opened to facilitate customers with online buying services Churidar suits is a great trend among Bollywood divas very often we see the wearing of the TV dramas shoes and on red carpets too to refresh this beautiful feminine trend in more precious ways Now

**Salwar Kameez Designs Latest Salwar Kameez Designs**
April 15th, 2019 - Salwar kameez is an outfit which does not need any introduction or elaboration It is very easy to buy salwar kameez because they are available worldwide Now salwar kameez designs are so unlimited that it has become difficult to choose just one Often customers land up buying more than one because the designs and patterns are so alluring

**Search churidar neck simple model GenYoutube**
January 30th, 2019 - Search Results of churidar neck simple model Check all videos related to churidar neck simple model

**50 New Neck Patterns For Churidar or Shalwar Kameez Apna**
March 17th, 2019 - 50 New Neck Patterns For Churidar or Shalwar Kameez Many catalogues have proper visuals of churidar neck designs anarkali churidar suit different style churidar designer churidar A churidar neck design

**25 Most Recent Churidar Models For Women in 2019 Styles**
April 18th, 2019 - A churidar form of salwar kameez can be designed unique in a way with self sequin worked golden silk fabric A glamorous jacket kameez on a plain golden silk top looks amazingly heavy designer piece The sleeveless top looks bold on the show stopper model The salwar is a churidar with many pleats made with similar golden fabric 25

**40 Latest Cotton Churidar Designs To Look Slim – SheIdeas**
April 15th, 2019 - 6 New Cotton Churidar Models Dresses 7 Amazing Churidar Square Neck Designs Pattern is for neck outline in front and in back additionally it can be finished with the pippin or with the ribbon or with the architect material profundity of the neck will absolutely rely on the stature of the female
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